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ABSTRACT
Azteacher'..s guide to an English as a second languaqe

(ESL) and geography module entitled "Canada's Golden,Horseshoe" is

presenied. ESL modules are multimedia kits designed ea, integrate the
study of ESL and communication skilIs in specific Eubject areas of

the curriculum. This module deals with a geographkal region,
v.,. important both to Ontario and to Canada, that has an interesting \

history and some modern environmental problems. The mbduie is
designed primarily for ESL secondary-school students at the
intermediate'level, and has,been successfully test-taught in a number
of grade 9 and 10 ESL and ESL geography classes in southeTp Ontario.
It is assumed that all students who use the, kit will have completed
an.introductory course of Enqlish. The teacher's guide'offers
suggestions for use of module components, a transcription of the
audiocassgtte, answer keys to student-worksheets, proposed followup
activities, and a list of resources. The,module provides exercises to
,dAlelop reading, writing, and listening skills, graphing techniques,
individual research, and other communication skills. One module'
component covers the major study of physical and economic
characteristics of the region-using a filmstrip and student booklet,
both entitled "The Golden Horseshoe."In a second component, the
settlers whq over the years formed the labor force of the region are
described in'an audiocassette tape entitled "Canadians from Many,
Lands." An additional student booklet entitled "The Changing Mosaic"
focuses on .one important pattern of immigrant settlement in

Metropolitan Toronto. (SW)
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What Are ESL Modules?

With a growing number of new Canadians entering our
classrooms, more students than ever before require
special English language training. Not only must these
students learn the forms and structures of English
grammar, they must also develop the communicative
language skills that will enable them to be integrated
into the regular school program as quickly and as .

smoothly as possible.
To handle the concepts and relationships particular

to each subject area of the school curriculum, stu-
dents depend on a knowledge of specialized vocabu-
lary and relevant language functions. (The Ontario
Ministry of Education states as one general aim of its
English curriculum: "To increase the studeht's
general use and mastery of language by developing
the particular language skills required throughout
the ctirriculum" Ontario Ministry of Education,
Intermediate bivision English, 1977, p. 8.)

V

Cf

If it is important for English-speaking students to
pay special attention to subject-related language

.skills, it is doubly important for non-native speakers.
of English to be trained in the language skills they
require to function adequately in the school program.

ESL modules are multimedia kits dgsigned to
integrate the study of ESL and communications
skills in specific subject argas of the school
currIctilum. Through language activities preserited
in a meaningful, subject-related context, it is hoped
that students will realize the benefits of.language
studies for other asi:ftts of their school work.

ESL modules are intended to provide not only
immediate classroom aids for teachers who wish to
encourage ubject-related languaelearning, but also
models for teachers and curriculum developers who
wish to design materials that further "language
across the curriculum" goals.

1:11
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The Module:
Canada's Golden Horseshoe

This module is based on information from the
geography or Canadian studies program area. It deals
with a geographical region, important both to
OPtario and to Canada, ttat has an interesting history
and some pressing modern environmental problems.
In the module, the major study of Physical and
economic characteristics ofty region are presented
first, in a filmstrip and steent booklet both en-
titled "The Golden Horseshoe" (see section A of
this Teacher's guide). The settlers who over the
years formed the labor force of the region are then
described in an audiocassette tape entitled
"Canadians from Many Lands" (see section B.of the
Teacher's Guide); and a second student booklet,
entitled "The Changing Mosaic," focuses on one
important pattern of immigrant settlement in
Metropolitan Toronto (see section C of the
Teacher's Guide). The materials in sections A and B
thus provide a general perspective of the Great
Lakes Lowland region, while those in section C
focus on Metropolitan Toronto. (The teacher may
wish to involve students still further in a neighbor-
hood study sgction, which could be treated as
section D.) Based on information given in all three
sections are exercises that develop reading, writing,'
and listening skills, graphing techniques,"individual
research, and other communication skills.

COMPONENTS

The module consists of:
a Teacher's Guide containing background informa-

tio'n, suggestions for use of module components, a
complete transcription Lif the audiocassette, answer
keys to student worksheets, suggested follow-up
activities, and a list of resources

25 student bookletS, "The Golden Horseshoe,"
fur reading comprehension and geographical concepts

a 20-frame filmstrip, "The Golden Horseshoe,"
closely related to the student booklet

an audiocassette tape, "Canadians from Many
Lands," fur listening cumprehension and related
activities. Inclnded are a recorded talk (7:20 min.);

2

"Getting the Meaning" exercises (11:35 min.); and
"Understanding Numbers" exercise (6;00 min.)

25 student booklets, "The Changing Mosaic," for
reading comprehension and paragraph-writing skills

an envelope containing 35 duplicating masters of
student worksheets (worksheets Al to A24 are
related to section A, "The Golden Horseshoe";
worksheets B1 and B2 to the audiocassette
"Canadians from Many Lands"; and worksheets Cl
to C10 to the reading selection, "The Changing
Mosiic.';)

an evaluation checklist, with return envelope, for
use by the teacher.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

With this module, students are given opportunities to
practise

grammar, vocabulary, and other features of
language

functional features of language related to geography
or Canadian studies, such as indicating spatial or tem-
poral relationships or making comparative statements

recognizing and describing relevant factual
information

conceptualizing and analysing Major themes and
relationships

specialized skills, such as preparing maps, charts,
tables, graphs

TARGET AUDIENCE

Canada s Golden Horseshoe is designed primarily for
ESL secondary schooLstudents at the intermediate
level, and has been successfully test-taught in a
number of grade 9 and 10 ESL and ESL geography
classes in Southern Ontario. As language abilities vary
widely in ESL classes, teachers may also find the
module suitable for ndividual, group, or classroom
use at other grade levels. It is assumed, however, that
all students who use the kit will have completed an
introductory course of English.



The subject matter of Canada's Golden Horseshoe
deals with the relationships between geographical
features and immigration patterns in the Great Lakes
Lowland region The module is particularly
appropriate for students who are enrolled; or are
likely.to enrol, in a geography or Canadian studies
program, . However,all intermediate-level ESL students
can benefit from the subject-related language practice
exercises. -

Students at the intermediate level who are native
speakers of English but have difficulty expressing .

themselves eanalso benefit from use of the moduj e
to improve their English communication skills. N

SUBJECTAREA

Although ESL modules could be developed for most
subjects in the curriculum, it was decided to base the
first group of modules on thematic material from
the Canadian studies program.First, it is important
for ESL students to learn some basic historical and
geographical facts about Canadkand about the
Southern Ontario.region where so many of them
have settled. Such background knowledge can help
the newcomers develop a better understanding of
Canadian culture and of the complex issues which
face our society, today.

Second, on a more immediate and-practia.lInvel,
ESL students who wish to achieve a high school oft
diploma must obtain credits outside the ESL
program. Because of both the amount and the ad-
vanced level of reading and writing required, credit
options in history, geography, or Canadian studies
pose a particular problem for ESL students. It is
hc ped that Canada's Golden Horseshoe will help'
students overcome some subject-related difficulties,
and thereby facilitate the students' entry into regular
Canadian studies classes with their English-speaking
peers.

LANGUAGE SKILLS

Reading and Listening Comprehension

Careful, concentrated reading and listening are diffi-
cult skills for the second-language learner to acquire.
All too often, reading and listening become mechani-
cal word-by-word translation exercises rather than
dynamic processes of information sorting and
synthesizing. However, if we can make students

aware of their active rble as information processors
and give them practice in reading and listening for
global comprehension, as opposed to extracting the
meaning from a text one sentence at a time, their
reading and listening skills should improve.

One tylie of reading Comprehension exercise used
in Canada's Golden Horseshoe involves true/false dis-
crimination, followed by sentence completion in
cloze format (subplying missing information) and
formulation of conclusions. In the first "Gettirig the
Meaning" exercise (Worksheets Al to A5) each ques-
tion is presented in tree parts. The first part is a
true/false compreherision check. Although based on
the reading selection, the statement is reworded so .
that students cannot simply match it against a parallel
statement in the text, but must synthesize the in-
formation contained in several sentences to grasp a
general meaning. The second pkt is a solution state-
ment, in cloze format, with students supplying the
missing information. This portion of the exercise
directs students back to the text and leads them
through the reasoning process that allowed them to
formulate their idea of tile meaning. Where students
make a wrong response to the true/false check, the
solution statement enables them to see why their
answer was incorrect. The third part of the activitY
is asummary sentence, whereby students draw a
conclusion corresponding to the "true" alternative
in the true/false comprehension check. This type of
exercise is intended to foster the developnient of a
general reading strategy that students can apply to
any geography or Canadian stuckes text they may
encounter.

Another type of exercise used in Canada's Golden
Horseshoe involves a series,of listening compre-
hension checks relating to each section of the taped
text, "Canadians from Many Lands" (see "Getting
the Meaning" on pp. 15-16 of this guide). As in the
reading comprehension exercise des.cribed above,
statements do not correspond .exactly to the taped
text; instead, they focus students' attention on a
global understanding of the information presented.

Language Use: Formal and Functional

The module provides a variety of exercises that deal
with both formal and functionalaspects of language
use. We assume that students at the intermediate
level still require sentence-pattern and yocabulary
practice to extend and refine their knowledge of
the grammatical and lexical systems of English.
However, we do not reel that these formal features

3



uf language should be learned without a context, as
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an end in themselves. Instead, by presenting language
forms in close association with geography or
Canadian studies concepts involving definition, .
description, generalization, qualificatiop, the ex-
planation Of temiporal and spatial relationships, etc.

we hope to direct students!attention to the way in
which grammar and vocabulary function in the pro-
cess of communication. For example, in the-"Under-
standing Graphs" exercises (worlsheets A17 to A20)
we present the language function of "comparing"
the populations and land areas of several urban
centres in the Golden Horseshoe. To do this, we must
first ensure that students are familiar with the
appthpriate comparative phrases "greater than,"
"less than," "the same as," etc. Only when these
phrases are well known is it poisible to move on to
the functiunal practice provided by written exercises
based on the geographical information.

Information Transfer

Students taking a geography or Canadian studies
course must be able to* manipulate information pre-
sented in a variety'of verbal and nonverbal forms.

They must become familiar with various visual
means of communication, such as graphs, tables,
charts, maps, and photographs. They must be able
to interpret information presented graphically, ix-
press that information in written and oral form, and
transfer information from written or aural sources
to a visual format such as a map or graph. By pro-
viding a number uf such information-transfer exer-
cises in the module (the "Understanding Graphs"
exercises mentioned above, for example) we hope
to make students aware of the close relationship
between written text and diagrams and to show them
some of th, varied ways in which factual information
can be presented.

Guided Writing

The guided. writing exercises which accompany the
reading selection "The Changing Mosaic" are designed
to give students practice in: (a) extracting the main
in.formation from &text (worksheet C1), (b) de-
ciding on the logical sentence arrangement for that
information (worksheet C2), and (c) using discourse
connectors to produce a coherent summary (work-
sheets 07 to 09).



Sectbn A:The Golden Horseshoe
I

OBJECTIVES
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After completing section A, studehts should be .able
to: ,

- locate the Great Lakes Lowland region on a map of
Canada

locate major centres in the-Golden Horseshoe
understand the reasons for the economic import-

ance of the Golden Horseshoe
identify synonyms.
identify correct pronoun referents
write definitions
make comparisons

,4e

THE :7/UDEN HORSESHOE (SUMMARY)

Frame

1. Title

.2. Map: The physiographie
regions of Canada ,

N.,

3. Map: The Great Lakes
Lowland region

HOW TO USE iHE MATERIALS

The materials for section A are the bagic ipaterials of t,

the module. They include the student booklet "The
Golden Horseshoe," the filmstrip which is closely .

related to the booklet, and student worksheets Al
to ,A24:

Filmstrip and Boo klet, "The Golden Horseshoe"

Depending on the students' level of reiding ability, it
may be helpful to introduce a-feii of the inijor con.
'cepts in "The Golden Horseshoe" before presenting
the reading selection to\your students. The color,L
filmstrip can be used for this purpose. A summary
of the text follows, which can serve as the basis fo
a "script" to accompany the filmstrip. Some of t ie
words hi the summary, particularly tliose under-
lined, may require explanation (most of"theseF rds
occur later in word-study exercises).,The teacher
may wish td adapt or expand the script, dependin
on the level of understanding of the class!. .

Text

The Golden Horseshoe

Canada is divided into six major natural landfOrm regions. These .

physiographic regions, as they are called, are areas within which
climate, soil, and vegetation are similar:

The'smallest of these regions is the Great Lakes Lowl'ahd, which lies
between Lakes Huron, Erie, and Ontario. Nearly one-third of°

Canada's total population jjv in this region.

4. Pioneer's log cabin In the early 1800s, the Great,Lakes Lowland had already become the
countrrs most important agricultural area. Early pioneers cleared the
land ta-bbild their.homes and grow their first crops. '

t. St. Catharines farmers' At first, the farmer-settlers grew only enough to feed their own
market families. But, as more land was cleared, farniers were able to bring

their surplus produce to market in nearby towns.

Farmers grew vegetables such as lettuce, tomatoes, and celeryas well
as fruit trees, and later tobacco in areas where the soil was sandy.

6. Harvesting celery in
Holland Maish

9
5
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THWOLDEN liC7RSESHOE(CJMMARY:CONT.)
.

Sranze . . Text- 1

4 , .

4

:7;Workgs. at Wens , By the.end of the 1800s; the region had become important as an in-
. dustrial xegion, Dartieularly_in the curved belt of land a-round-the

veste.rii*ei0 of like Ontario. This area becajne known asihe Golden
7. e

S. Village of Biaeebridge,
Ontari9

es ......

- ,
9:Banks of the Welland Canal

(built in 1827. This picture
taken in 1919 'at Thorold.)

10. Digging,foundations
(for J. J. Foy Building,
Toronto, about 1907)

11. Making Toronto-Hamilton
Highway 2 (Oakville)

,;

12. Skilled worker

13. Lab technician

.0

14:Map: The Golden
Horsesho!

15. Highway 2 (Queen
_ Elizabeth Way) looking

, west'from Highway-27,
\ 1953

16. Highway 2 (Queen
Elizabeth Way) and.
Highway 4274973

17. Construction site

18. Factory emissions,
,Niagara peninsula

19. Polluted waters

20. The end.

6

Horseshoe.
Pt:

The-main pason for the economic growth and developmenCof the
Golden Horseshoe was probably.its geographic location at the '
heart Of 'a vast transportation network. At,first,.lakes and rivers pro-
vided the main trthisPortation links.'

The pattern of transport was establiihed arly. Astrnsportation
routes were developed aad used, hew industries and communities

:weresbuilt and grew nearbY.

As more people came to liNrce and' work in the area, the cities grew aRI
expanded. Offices; warehouses, and plant; were built to house the
new business littl industry.

With the growth of new communities, therellsofieveloRed a need
for a system of roads and highwaA to conne6t the various centres to
each other and to other parts of the country.

Today the ever-growing population of the Golden Horseshoe includes
a hiighly skilled labor force.

The workers not only provide the labor forco for the industries of the
area, they also are customers for the many goods and services of thes
region. .

The rapid expansion of the entire Golden Horseshoe is creating what
appears to be one continuous built-up area made up of several cities,
which is called a "conurbation."

One reSult of this steady expansion is keen competition for land use.
The Golden Horseshoe has some of the niost fertile aglicultural land
in the country.

But the need for housing, roads, and new industrial development has
resulted in the loss of much-of the land.

This is a p'roblem which must be solved by residents of the Golden
Horseshoe t9 ensure the quality of life for present and future
generations.

Rapid grov. th has also brought with it danmrs to the environment
which affect not only cities but surrounding agticultural areas.

And, as industries expand, wastes are being flushed into the riyers
and lakes, causing great harm to-the _very water systems that led
early settlers to this region. Citizena will have iii-solve-these environ-
mental problems if the Golden HOrseshoe is to continue to grow and
thrive-in the future.

A
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Skill-Training Exercises

Once the students have carefully Kead through the
entire "The Golden Horseshoe" selection they can
proceed to the exercises (Iirorksheets Al to A24) that
pertain to it. Copy and distribute the required num-
ber of student worksheets, using the duplicating
masters provided in the large envelope. Teacher's
answer-key sheets are provided at the end of the
Teacher's Guide to assia you in checking student
responses.

Getting the Meaning (Global Comprehension) ,
(Worksheets A1A.5)

a
This is an exercise in reading for global comprehen-
sion. The 3-part question format is designed to help
,students think logically about what has been read
and then come to a conclusion. In each item, stu-
dents will practice (a) true ;!alsediscrimination;
(b) suppling information, (c) drawing a conclusion.

If you wish only to assure comprehension of the
reading selection, parts (b) and (c) need be worked
Only if part (a) is answered incorrectly. However, all
parts of the exercise are useful for most students.

Ledrning New Word3(Synonyms; Definitions)
(Worksheets A6--A13)

One of thegreatest stumbling blocks-in the way of
reading com'prehension is thai of unknown vocabulary
items. Since it is.impossible to "learn" each and every
lexical item that might be encountered in a new text,
students should be encouraged to develop strategies
for coping with unknown vocabulary, other than
searching for each item in the dictionary.

One aspect of English usage that is important not
only for reading and listeriing comprehension, but for
written and spoken communication as well, is fhe
frequent useof the concept of synonymy. The
exercises in worksheets A6 to A10 are designed to
make students more aware of the fact that the same
meaning may be expressed in more than one way.

Second, since liew vocabulaq may appear in, ,

various,forms throughout a text, Students should be
encouraged to make inferences, or informed guesses,
on the meaning of unknown lexical items when they
recognize the root but not the variation. The teacher
may wish to elaborate on the various forms Chat are
possible from a single root, for example. populate,'
population/populated/unpopulated/overpopulated;
(to) train/trained/trainer/training/untrained.

,

Avoiding Repetition (Pronoun Referents)
(Worksheets A14-A16)

In order to follow longer pieces of discourse, students
shouldunderstand the use of pronoun referents to
replace information that has already beeri given.
Quderstanding exactlywhat information is repre-
sented by the yronoun referent is crucial to coMpre-
hension of a te*.t.

Understanding Graphs
(Worksheets A17-A21)

Altllough instiuctions and explanations are given at
the beginning of each exercise, the "Understanding
Graphs" exercises are li,kely to require rnoread-
vance preparation. The following subsection gives
information and teaching suggestiOns tbat can be
used prior to tackling the exercises, while additional
resource material (see "Follow-up Graph Activities")
provides optional practice once all the otha work has
been`completed.

, PREPARING AND INTERPRETING GRAPHS
)'

When comparing statistical information, we often use
diagrams instead of numbers alone to show the in-
formation in a way that can be readily grasped. Dia-
grams which represent numerical information are
called graphs. In the "Understanding Graphs" exer-
cises (worksheets A17-A24) students are introduced
to the three types of graphs most frequently used
bar graphs, pie graphs, and line graphs. (Some stu-
dents may, already be familiar with the technitiues
used to prepare graphs.) The underlying principles
described below can serve as a general guipeline as
you assist your students with the construction of
each of the three types of graphs. While a nuinber of
variations are possible for each type of graph, only
the most frequently employed and basic formats are

'presented here.

General

A number of common features characterize most
graphs:

One of the first features to be noted is the title.
While there'is no single rule for wording a graph's
title, students should try to use the least number of
words to convey the statistical information pre-
sented in the graph.

7
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Because gaphs are a'visual summary of statistical
data, the numerical values are usually rounded off to
a suitable unit: e.g. tens, hirndreds, thousands.

Since statistics change with time, it is most
important that students make it a practice to include
the date on a graph. The date is frequently indicated
In parentheses at the end of the title.

Because graphs are a visual representation of
statistics, neatness and simplicity are important for
clarity of meaning. ,

Students should be encouraged to use pencils when
preparing graphs. Colors and ink should be used only
after graphs have been constructed and checked for
accuracy.

The Bar Graph
-

(For sample graphs, see "Yollow-up\Graph
Activities")

A bar graph appears as a series of columns tliat repre-,
,sent compare* data. One common type of bar
graph has all columns aligned vertically starting from

4he bottom and extei4ding upwards. These columns,
or bars, may touch each otlwr or be separated, by a
small space. Ttie bard should be of uniform width, as
should the intervening spaces.

The information plotted on the.vertical axis repre-
sents the data that ehange fo.r the relevant category
of information (such as population, height, or, land
area) indicated in the graph's title. The scale for the
informationgiven,on the vertical axis is usually
marked on the left-hand side of the graph:It may
start at any unit 'lower tban the smallest category
of information to be plotted on'the graph and
should extend up bS, regular increments 'to a'higher
value than the largest category to be plotted. Rapid
comparison shAld be possible between graphs
showing the same categories of information. There-
fore, iftkudents plan to draw two or more graphs
Chat plot the *same category of information, each
graph must have a vertical scale yvhich starts at the
same unit, increaseS by the Same intrembnt, and ex-.
tends up to the same maximum value.

The information plotted along the horizontal axis
(also indicated in thextaph's title) identifieS what
each of the various bars represents: e.g. a city, a
country, an individual. If there is sufficient room
below each bar, students may print there the cones-
ponding label in one, two, or three lines (the lines
can be Pencilled, in lightly e yzi then erased), trykng

.zot to break words between the lines. Where there

No4

is not quite enough room, students may use parallel
lines set dn an angle to the horizontal axis. .

There is no fixed order for placement of the bars.,liowever, the purpose of the graph sliould be kept
I mind. For example, if students wax:1CW compare
several urban areas, it may be must meaningful to
,arrange the bars in ascending order so as tto show a
distinct pattern.,

The Circle or Pie Graph
(For examples, see,"Follo-uP Graph Activities")

The circle graph is also known as a pie graph, a wheel
graph, dr a divided-circle graph. Tlte purpose of the
circle graph is to show proportional relationships
between the parts of a wholefThe representation of
each part, as plotted on the circle grapb, is called a
sector.

In order to construct a.circle graph, students will
need a compass and a protractor. After drawing a
circle ofsuitable size* with the compass, they will
need to convert their information into degrees so
that they can use thp protractor to Mark the size of
each sector accurately. The'following example, using
information given about the land area of seven urban
,centres in the Golden Horseshoe (see worksheet
A21), outlines the three steps necessary for this pro-
cedure. It does not matter vhether 'One uses hectares
or square kilometres. (We have used the latter in our
calculations.)

Example:
.4(

Step 1, Convert the land area of each of the seven
urban areas into a percentage of the total. To do this,

.add Co find the total land area for th.seven centres,
then divide the area of each centre by the total area
and multiply by 100 (see the following chart for
calculations). Students should,be encouraged to
make use of such a chart when preParing a circle
graph, as it enables them to'check their work quickly
if an error in Calculatiori is suspected.

Step 2. ConVert each-percentage valuelnto degrees.
There are 360° in a circle; therefore, 1% is equal to
3.6° (360° 4- 100 = 3.6).

Step 3. Mark off each,of the'sectors with the
protractor.,

*Note that circle graphs drawn fur purooses of comparison
should be the same size, P.m
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CALCULATION CHART FOR CR= GRAPH

Urban Centre Land Area
(km2 )

% of
Total*

Degrees in.
Sector*
(% x 3 6)

Oshawa 143.4 11 40

Metro Toronto 630.1 48- 173

Guelph 68.7 5

Brantford 51.5 4 14

Hamilton 122.8 9 32 ,

St. Catharines . 94.4 7 25

Niagara Falls 212.0 16 58

Total 1322.9 100 360°

*Rounded to the nearest whole number

The arrangement of the sectors is not particularly
significant. Students should simply try to arrange
them in an order that will facilitate labelling. Tht.
labels may be marked either inside the appropriate
sectors (internal labels) or outside the circle with
straight lines.connecting them to the appropriate
sectors (external labelsj. Students should also indicate

, the percentage size of each sectbr, with either internal
or external labels. Students may color the sectors or
leave thtm plain.

The Line Graph
(For examples, see "FollowAip Graph Activities")

4 Whereas.the bar graph is used to compare data for a
number of discrete unitsthe line graph is most suit-
able for indicating growth or changes in direction of
a single category of information, such as temperature,
weight, cost, and so on. Besides jhdicating an overall
pattern for the unit that.,has been clotted, the line
graph draws attention either to the mininium and
Maximum values or to irregularities in the pattern.

The procedures for constructing the horizOntal
and vertical scales of a line graph are the same as
for bar graphs. The horizontal scale is used to repre-
sent units that change steadily or regularly, such as
time or dates. Such categories are called independent
variables; since they occur on a regular'basis and do
not depend upon anything else. The vertical scale is
used to represent information that changes on an
irregillar or less predictable basis. Because the in-
formation plotted on the vertical scale is dependent
in some way upon the information on the horizontal
scale, it is known as the dependent variable.

0
To plot information on a line graph, students

should mark a small dot above each unit on the
horizontal scale at a height that corresponds to the
correct position on the vertical scale. After all the
points have been marked on the graph, they are
joined together bra line solid or dotted which
passq through each of the points. This line is called
the curve. z-.>

A graph which has only one line is called a simple
line graph. If students wish to compare several sets
of information the increases in weight between
three or foin individuals, for example they may
plot all the lines on the same graph, labelling each
line clearly. Suh a graph is called a compound line
graph.

FOLLOW-UP GRAPH ACTIVITIES

Interpretation

The following graphs provide statistical information
which can be used to give students more 'practice in
integrating the gebgraphic and language skills pre-
sente4 in this section of the module. The data pro-
vided here can serve a the basis for a variety of oral
and written classroom exercises that give students an
opportunity to

make a simple statement identifying a single fact
as represented on the graph

make a comparative statement relating two items
on the graph

Bar Graphs
1) TOTAL AIRCRAFT FLIGHTS AT AIR-TRAFFIC-
CONTROLLED AIRPORTS, Hif SELECTED CITY
ONTARIO, 1977

Thousands 300

250

agy

150

100

50

.1
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1

I

i

2) CANADA'S POPULATION BY ETHNIC ORIGIN (PERCENTAGE)

1951 1971
% %

100 - 100 -

-

50-

0

1

2
: 3

,
-

Circle Graphs

50-

0

1 ,
2

3 1

it)

Key:
1 English

2 French
3 Other

,
1) ESTIMATED EXPENSES, GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO, 1978-1979

Transportation

Social services

Debt charges

Education

9
Local governments

c.

i

2) ESTIMATED REVENUE GOVERNMENT OF-ONTARIO, 1978-1979
,.

-

. -
All ot

prhefdtsrevenues 111
Gas and motor vehicle fuel tax

Health insurance pretniums

Interest on investment

Corporation tax

9%

17%

government payments

Personal income tax

Liquor o

Retail sales tax

I q



Line Graphs

1) ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY TRANSITS, 1960-1977

Thousands
10

3

- Welland Canal
Montreal-Lake Ontario
Section

' 1960 1965 1970 1975 19'8'0

2) ACRES BURNED i3Y FOREST FIRES IN ONTARIO,
1955-1976

Thousands

1 400

1 200 -

1 000

800

600

400 -

200

^

Bar Graphs

1) NUMBER OF
2) NUMBER OF

HOUSEHOLDS (1979)

TELEPHONES (1976)

Urban Centre Households Telephones

Brantford 25 930 52 337

Guelph 25 054 51 273

Hamilton 119 528 207 593

Niagara Falls 23 995 43 317

Oshawa 38 416 65 896

St. Catharines 43 331 83 238

Toronto 779 452 1 639 223

Circle Graphs

3) MOTHER TONGUE IN ONTARIO (1976)

Mother Tongue

English

French

Italian

German

Portuguese

Ukrainian

Other

No. of Persons

6 457 645

462 070

309 810

154 625

88 495

76 035

715 785

_ 4) ESTIMATED FOREST PRODUCTION IN CANADA (1976)

1955 1960 1465 1970 1975 1980

Preparation

The following tables of information may be used to
provide further practice, either in preparing and .
undeAtanding graphs or in mastering language skills.

British Columbia (the Interior) 26.6%

British Columbia (the Coast) 23.0%

Quebec 20.7%

The Atlantic Provinces 17.0%

Ontario' 12.7%

Line Graphs
<

1) VALUE OF CHEQUES CASHED IN CANADA, 1945 to
1975 (BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975

Canada 75 100 175 260 400 750 2250*

Ontario 40 45 80 160 245 400 2000

Toronto 25 35 55 100 175 315 800
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2) VALUE OF MINERAL PRODUCTION IN ONTARIO,
1962 to 1978

Year Value (billions of dollars)

1962 0.9

1964 0.8

1966 0.9

1968 14
1970 1.6

,1972 1.5

1974 2.4

1976 2.5

1978 2.7

, BRAIN TEASER

Marta, Salim, Michelle, and Kurt have recently come
to live and study in.Ontario. Each has settled in one
of four different cities Toronto, St. Catharines,
Guelph, and Oshawa. Look at the map'below and
try to discover where each student lives, given the
following facts: 0

1. Kurt lives in a city to the east of Salim and

2. SalimIives in a city that is much larger than the
other cities.

3. Marta lives in a city that is smaller than Toronto
but larger than the other two cities.

4. Michelle lives in a city to the west of the cities
where Salim and Kurt live.

Guelph

...........
.***

C.)
Brantford

Mississauga

Oakville

Burlington
Hamdton

Grimsby

Oshawa ... ......
........t 111Whitby

........
Port HoPe

CANADA
Toronto ...........................................................

U.S.A,

LAKE ONTARIO.
St.
Catharines

Niagara
Falls

Fort Erie

LAKE ERIE

MAIN'HIGHWAVS

s URBAN AREAS\\
0 20 \ 40 60 80
I I I I 1

KILOMETRES

1
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Section B:
Canadians from Many Lands

OBJECTIVES

Section B provides an oppoitunitY eor students to
practise listening for information
understand numbers
learn basic facts about immigration to Canada
interpret and plot data on graphs

HOW TO USE THE MATERIALS

The listening comprehension tape, "Canadians from
Many Lands," begins with a recorded talk and
continues with two listening-comprehension exer-
cises, "Getting the Mé-ailing" arid'Understanding
Numbers" (worksheets B1 and B,2). Worksheet
masters for duplication are provided in the large
envelope, and a teacher's answer key is provided
at the end of the Teacher's Guides Although the tape
is largely self-explanatory, with explanations and
instructions for students included on the tape, the
following suggested procedure may also be helpful.

Recorded Talk: "Canadians from Many Lands"
(Complete transcript, pp. 14-15)

Have students listen once to the entire recorded'
talk on side 1 of the audiocassette, stopping the tape
at the end of the talk (see transcript).

Discuss with the students some of the points of
information presented.

Review difficult vocabulary if you feel this is
necessary for global comprehension.

Skill-training Exercises

Getting the Meaning
(Worksheet B1)

Distribute copies of worksheet B1 ("Getting the
Meaning") and explain how to answer multiple-
choice questions if your students are unfamiliar
with this type of exercise.

Continue side 1 of the audiocassette, stopping it
again at the "beep" signalling the end of the "Getting
the Meaning" exercise and the end of side 1. This
comes at the end of the second reading of the final
paragraph (see transcript).

Check the students' responses to, the listening
comprehension questions (worksheet B1).

Understanding Numbers
(Worksheet B2)

Distribute copies of worksheet B2 ("Understand-
ing Numbers").

Begin side 2 of the audiocassette, for part 1 of the
"Understanding Numbers" exercise.Stop_the_tape
at the sound of the "beep" signalling the end of part
1 of the exercise.

Verity that the students have been able to com-
plete the line graph on worksheet B2. It may be use-
furto draw a simple graph frame on the blackboard
and have students complete it, checking their own
graphs against the corrected one.

Have the students decide on a suitable title and
write it in the space below the graph on worksheet
B2. (A possible title might be "The Pattern of
Immigration to Canada, 1880-1970.")

Start the tape at "Understanding Numbers," part
2, and stop it at the sound of the "beep" signalling
the end of part 2. (This is the end of the narration.
To prepare for replay of side 1, run the tape forward
to the end of side 2.)

Go over with the students the answers to the five
questions asked in part 2.
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TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDED TALK AND LISTENING EXERCISES
(Audiocassette, side 1 and side 2)

CANADIANS FROM MANY LAND:5

In a moment, you are going to hear a talk about many different peoples who have
come to Canada as immigrants from different countries around the world.

------Lkten-earefully-andras you listen, try to discover what groups of people have
immigrated to Canada, when they came to this country, and where they settled
when they arrived. Now let's begin.

14

CANADIANS FROM MANY LANDS

If you are a Canadian, then either'you are an.immigrant, or 'your parents were
immigrants, or you are descended from immigrants. your family may have arrived
in Canada last year, or as long as 400 years_ago. You may bAng to one of the two
founding peoples, the French who settled here in the 1600s, or the British who
came after the fall of Quebec in 1763. Or you could belong to one of the many
groups which have come since then Germans,-Italians, Poles, Ukrainians, Swedes,
or Japanese, to namejuste few. Or perhaps your family has comerecently; as

refugees-fleeing-hardship-and-persecutionrfronLeaantries sua as_L-11.Lgn ary, Uganda,
Chile, or Viet Nam. All those people who have come from many different lands with
many different cultures make up the pieces of Canada's cultural mosaic. They have
left their homes and set out for in unknown land for a variety of reasons, but eadh
person has come with the same desire to start a new life and search for hew
opportunities in this country.

Even if you belong to one of Canada:s native peoples, the Indian or Inuit, you are
still descended from immigrants. Your ancestors probably came to what is now
Canada across a land bridge which once linked Siberia, on the Asian continent, with
Alaska on the North American continent. These people, who have been here now for
several thousand years, were Canada's first immigrants.

The first Europeans in Canada were the Norsemen, who touched the shores of
Newfoundland briefly in 1000 A.D. but did not stay. Almost 500 years later, fisher-
men from several European nations discovered the rich fishing grounds.off the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland, but again, most of them returned with their catch to their
own countries. The first real settlers were the French, wild began to clear the wilder-
ness and farm the land along the shores of the St. Lawrence River in the early 1600s.
The river was their one means of transportation and communication, the lifeline of
the settlements of New France.

1763 New France fell to the British. From that time on, the number of
English-speaking immigrants steadily increased. Before the fall of New France, many
English, Scottish, and Irish settlers had already settled in the Atlantic 'region. And

soon after, large numbers of \"loyalists" settlers mostly of Scottish, English-,-und

German background moved north from the newly independent United States to
what is now Southern Ontario. Each nev wave of immigrants opened up new
territory. They had to overcome a harsh climate and rugged dountry. They had to
clear the land and build homes and farms out of the forests. Life was not easy or

aortable, and many newcomers did not survive the ordeal. The immigrant had to
be Strong and determined in order to master the new environment.

1 ej



Until about 1900, most immigrants came to Atlantic Canada, to the St. Lawrence

valley, and to Southeln Ontario. They came to farm, to fish, and to cut timber
Then, at the turn of the century, when the west was opened up by the building of

a transcontinental railway, manY immigrants headed for the western prairies.

Thousands of Ukrainians, for example, went to work on wheat farms, helping to

make wheat one of Canada's most important products. At the same time, other
immigrants came looking for work in the towns and cities. Many found jobs on

construction projects and in the new manufacturing industries. One of the largest

groups were the Italians, who worked mainly on large construction projects, building
railways, 'toads, and canals. Many workers used the monerthey saved to start busi-

nesses of their own.
In 1900, two-thirds of all Canadians lived in the country. Today, three out of four

Canadians live in an urban setting. The change frOm a rural to an urban population

began with the great wave of immigration before World War I the largest flood of

newcomers ever to arrive in Canada. Then, between the two'worlewars, the number
of immigrants decreased. And in the years after World War II, asecond great wave of
immigration occurred, with the largest number of people coming from Great Britain,

the United States, Italy, and Germany. Of the four million immigrants coming to
Canada since World War II, half have settled in the province of Ontario. Kost'iif
these have settled in the cities of the Golden Horseshoe. Here they make up a large

part-of the-labor-force-in-thaindastries and.services of this important economic

region.
Up until the middle of the 1960s, immigrants to Canada had come mostly from

the countries of eastern and western=-Europer-But-around-1-965Ta-new wave of

immigration began as the Canadian government decided to allowlens'of thousands .

of West Indians, East Indians, and Chinese to enter the country. The majority of
these new Canadians have also settled in Southern Ontario:

Regardless of their country of origin, new immigrants to Cariada always face

special difficulties. Four hundred years ago, Physical li.ardships were.the greatest
obstacle. Today, adapting to city life and a strange culture may pose the greatest

problems. When different cultural groups meet in our cities, racial tension and
prejudice sometimes arise. It is.not always easy,to fit a new piece into the
Canadian mosaic. Immigrants arriving in Canada are often torn between keeping
the customs and language they have known and adopting the new ways they
encounter here. For Canadians who are born here it is sometimes too easy to forget
that we were all immigrants once. Only by making special efforts can we fit each

new piece into the ever-expanding cultural mosaic and preserve this land of imfni-

grants as a land of balance and promise.

Getting the Meaning

Let's listen to the talk again. This time, the narrator will stop reading after each

paragraph and we will ask you'to complete a statement by chdosing the ending Mae
makes sense according to the meaning of the paragraph.

We will read the first part of the statement, then we will read three possible end-
ings. You are to choose either (a), (b), or (c). Make a check mark in the empty box

on your answer sheet beside the ending you choose.
Try this example:

114 the Canadian "cultural mosaic" refers to
a) a work of art made of pieces of coloured glass

15
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b) a joining together of many ethnic oroups to make up Canadian society
c) a large construction project

The best ending for this statement is (b). "Th4Canadian 'cultural mosaic' refers
to a jOining together of many ethnic groups to make up Canadian society." You
should have put a check mark in the box beside ending (b) on your answer sheet.

Now listen to the first paragraph.

[Paragraph 1 is` read again, followed by the first question (below). Each of the
following six paragraphs is read in turn, followed by one question. There is no
question following the last paragraph.]

1. The Canadian "cultural mosaic" refers to
a) a work of art made of pieces of coloured glass
b) a joining together of many ethnic groups to make up Canadian society
c) a large construction project

[Paragraph 2]

2. The,Indian and Inuit peoples have not always lived in North America:
a) They moved up to Canada from South America.
li)TliesranTevvith-the-Norsemen-on-theirearly-voyages-of-exploration:
c) They migrated to North America from Siberia, across a land bridge.

[Paragraph 3]

3. The French settlers of New France made a living by
a) fishing for cod off the Grand Banks of Newfoundland
b) farming along the shores of the St. Lawrence River
c) hunting and trapping in the northern forests

[Paragraph 4 ]

4. After the American War of Independence, a large number of immigrants moved
north to Canada from the United States. Many of these immigrants were:

a) English, Scottish, and German "loyalists"
b) soldiers who wanted to get out of the army
c) Italian immigrants who opened many restaurants

[Paragraph 5]

5. Most immigrants who camelo Canada before 1900
a) came to work in the cities
b) found jobs on large construction projects
c) gettled in rural areas to farm, fish, or cut timber

[Paragraph a]

6. Since the end of World War II the majority of newcomers to Canada have settled
a) in the industrial ceqtres of Southern Ontario
b) in aneven distribution across the entire country
c) in the Atlantic region



[Paragraph 7]

7. In the years since 1965
a) immigration from European countries has increased
b) the government has placed many restrictions on immigration
c) many thousands of East Indians and Chinese have' come to Canada

[Paragraph 8]

[After the reading of the final paragkaph for which there is no question a "beep"
indicates the end of side 1.]

* * *

[ Side 2]

Understanding Numbers, Part I

cs

Canada has always attracted many immigrants- from mpny different lands. And al-
though the number of immigrants each year has continued to rise, it has not in-
creased at a steady rate.

Listen carefully_to the following figures that give the number of immigrants who
came to Canada in the calendar yearsgiven, from 1880 to 1970.

As you listen to the tape, mark the correct points on the blank line graph you
have been given (worksheet B2). The first two figures are already marked on the
iraph for you.

In the year 1880, immigration to Canada was 38 500
In 1890, it was 75 000
In 1900, it was 41 500
In 1910, it was 287 000
In 1920, it was 140 000
In 1936, it was 105 000
In 1940, it was 11 000
In 1950, it was 74 000
In 1960, it was 104 000
In 1970, it was 150 000

Listen to the figures one more time to check your graph. [Figures are repeated ]

NWhen
you have marked all the points on the graph, connect the points with a light

pencil line. ,

Thiis the end of Part 1* of the exercise.

* * *

[At the "beepeacher stops the tape.]

Undentanding Numb'ers, Part 2

You have just completed a lihe graph to show'a pattern of immigration in Canada

over a period of time from 1880qo 1970.
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Answer the following questions by looking at the information you have recorded
on your graph. Write your answers in the blank spaces provided on the sheet below
the line graph.

1. In which of these years did immigration to Canada reach its highest peak?
,2. In which year did immigration reach its lowest peak?
3. What major world event might explain the loW rate of immigration at this low

point?
4. A Change occurred in the pattern of immigration between the years 1900 and

1910. Was this change an increase or a decrease in immigration?
5. lietween 1940 and 1970, we can see a trend in immigration. What was the

direction of this trend?

This is the end of Part 2.

* * *
[At the "beep" die teacher can stop the tape:Run tape forward to end of side 2.
Turn tape over. You are now ready to replay side 1.]
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Section C: The Changing Mosaid

6

6 I

OBJECTIVES

Section C gives students an opportunity to
read for information
organize information in chronological order
recognize and use discourse connectors
summarize information
develop individual research skills
present a brief oral report

HOW TO USE THE MATERIALS'

The reading selection "The Changing Mosaic" serves
as a basis for class dieetission as well as a reading
comprehension-exeicise. While introducing some
general ideas about immigration in the city of
Torbnto, the text focuses on one example of a
patterh of immigration and pettlement thaeof

- Italian-speaking immigrants coming to Tdronto from
about_193Q to the present. After discussion and
reading of the text, students may.proceed with the

.skill-training exercises.'

Skill-training Exercises
(Worksheets Cl-C1.0)

The chart and summary below _indicate the progression

of exercises that Are associated with the reading selec-
tion -`The Changing Mosaic." The required number of
student copies for each worksheet can be made from
the duplicating masters in the large envelope.
Teacher's key sheqs are provided at the end of the
Teacher's Guide to assist you in presenting the first
four exercises and in checking responses.

'Completing Sentences

While filling in the blanks of worksheet Cl, students
should be free to refer to the text, "The Changing
Mosaic," to -ensure-that-they have the right informa-

Sion. They should work in pencil so that errols,can be

erased and corrected easily.
Verify that the students have completed the exer-

cise properly by asking volunteers to read the
sentences aloud, one at a time, and write the missing
information on the blackboard.

PROGRESSION OF EXERCISES IN SE,CTION C

1, Completing 1_,1 2.
seritences ordering

.1

.3. Use a link .

words
4. Writing a

summary
"paragraph

5. Informatiorl
gathering

1. Complete ten kntencpp so that they are true according to the text.

2, Rearrange these ten sentences in theorder that makes sense according to the ineaning of

the text.

P3. Use linh words, or "discourie connectors," to indicate time sequence.
,

.4. Choosing the appropriate link word or phrase (indicating time sequence) for the beginning of

each sentence, compose a summary paragraph of the text.

5. Undertake inforplation gathering and presentation of Short compositions.

ki)
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Logical Ordering

Whed the students have finished the exercises (wori-
sheet C2), verify that they, have put.tbe sentences in
a sequence which makes sense according to the
meaning of the text, by having the sentences read
again*,'one by one, in a logical order. This verification
could take the form of an activity: ten students each
write out one of the sentences on a large card or
piece of paper; these, or another ten students, then
hold ttp the sentence cards at the front of the room,
deciding on the proper order themselves, or following
the directions of the rest of the class.

Use of Link ,WOrds

Logical order is often a matter.of time sequence..A
number of linking words or phrases, called "discourse
connectorS," are useful in obtaining coherence
between ideas in sentences and paragraphs:

at first
later

- now

in the past
today
meanwhile

at that time,
over the years
before long

If students need practice in the use of these connec-
tors, explain their use and have the students complete
the "Link Woids" exercises (worksheets C4 to C7).
(Note.that although all the discourse-connectors are
used here at the beginning of a'sentence to
emphasize their alsing function" they can als9
be used elseWhere in the sentence.) When students
adequately understand the meaning and use of these

connectors, have them move directly to the fourth
exercise, "Writing a Summary Paragraph."

Writing a Summary Paragraph

The list of discourse connectors provided flOr this
exercise (worksheet C8) should not be regarded as
exhaustive. Other appropriaCe link words can also
be.used.

Characteristics of paragraphs may be reviewed
if time permits, with specific reference to paragraphs
in "The Changing Mosaic" reading selection.

Follow-up Infortnation-gathering Activity

Divide the class into small groups (or pairs) of
stusients. Ask each group to collect information
about a particular ethnic group, preferably one that
is represented in the classroom.

Develop with the class a topic outline as a guide
for gathering information (or simply provide one on
the blackboard, such as.the outline shown below).
Encourage students to gather anecdotal inforMation

.from parents, relatives, and friends, as well asfactual
information from textbooks and other library sources

Ask students to prepare wriaenstatements, con-
sisting of a minimum of six sentences, to be pre-

.,sented orally to the class.
Encourage students tb-include "visuals" personal

or family photographs, maps, illustrations from news-
papers or books, and so on in their presentations
wherever possible.

., FACTS FEE.LINGS
-

-

' THEN

. ,

N 0 W

Did your parents Or your grandparents
come to Toronto as immigrants?

, When did they come?

What kind of worlIc did they find?

Do immigrants still arrive from, your.
' homeland?

Were You born in Toronto?

How many others from the same ethnic
f background live in Toronto?

,

Do They form a separate ethnic
comrininity?

Do you take part in any special festitals
or cultural events in Toronto?'

What did they think of the city when ,they
first arrived?

.
Did they find it hard to adjust to their new
country?
What did they like most about their new
life?

.

What did they like least?

Is life different today for immigrants from- ,
your home country than it was for the early
immigrants?

.

What do you like most about life in Canada?

Is it a good thing to have two cultures? '

- d-
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Usefu Concepts and Terms

Agricultural area. A region whose economy is based
niainly on farming.

Climate. The average course of weather conditions
(temperature, wind, drynesst light, etc.) as mea-
sured over a long period of time.

Commerce. Buying and selling of goods and services
on a large scale. 4

Conurbation. A continuous network of urban com-
,munities that have grown so large that they merge
into one another, forming a large continuous city.

Environment. All the conditions that influenc0 the
life of an individual or a community.

Industry. The large-scale organization of the pro%
ductioh of goods and services.

Labor force. The people who live and work in a
ciby,.region, or country.

Landscape. The shape of the jand due 'to _natural
landforms.

Manufacturing. The processing of iaw materials
into finished products for sale at a profit.

Natural resources. Natural sources of wealth of an
area, as found in or on the land and water.

Physiographic region. ..An area with natural land-
form features that unify it and distinguish it from
other regions.

Services. Work done for the help or benefit of
others.

Square kilometre (km2). An area of land that
measures 1 kilohletre on each of its four sitdes (or

the equivalent surface area).
Subsistence farming. Farming, to produce only the

necessities of life for the farm household.
Transportation network. A complex sy'stem of

routes for the movement of goods and people by
air., rail, road, and water.

Vegetation. All the plant life grOwing in an area.
Weather. The day-to-day conditions of temperature,

wind, drirness, light, etc. of the atmosphere.

21
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GETTING THE MEANING . Worksheet Al

Read 'The Golden Horseshoe" again, One paragraph at a time. Stop after eieh paragraph and
answer the-questions for that Paragraph only. Then go on to the next paragraph.

Each question has 3 parts: -

(a) Decide whether the sentenee is TRUE or FALSE, and mark the correct answer.
(b) Fill in the blanks with the correci information (you should then be able to tell whether your

TRUE/FALSE choice is correct).

(c) Wfite out the TRUE form of the statement.in part (a).

Example (Paragraph 1):

1. (a) Canada is a huge countq with many different physical features, but large regions within the
country do have similar characteristics.

TRUE V PALSE ,

.4t'
(b) If you travelled $10C/24-411 , you would notice 7-4-41-rzr
elees.i.s.c.e.e.d in climate, soil, vegetation, and landscape because th untry is

. However, you would also notice that

of Canada have a 44i,ram.,
10444
4241.1 .44". CAred.

(c) THEREFORE (the statement is TRUE, that): ofet1

14144 :14tr%r. gief41-C?4,*
4,-,49r1141A,LA16(fe. X,4-P:c!

Paragraph 2

2. (a) The Great Lakes Lowland is a large area with a small population.

TRUE FALSE V

(b) The Great Lakes Lowland is smaller than any other region

in Canada. However, it has more Leople living in it

thaii any one of the other regiOns.

(c) THEREFORE. The Great Lakes Lowland is a small area with a large population.

_

Worksheet A2

Paragraph 3 .
3. (a) Poor soil and a harsh climate made It difficult for agriculture to develop in the Great Lakes

Lowland region.

TRUE FALSE VI

(b) By the 1800s, the region had already developed as the richest and most important

agricultural area in Canada. Throughout much of the

Great Lakes Lowland the soil is vety. fertile , the temperature is

warm during the summer months and there is enough rainfall

for the crdps to mature.

(c) THEREFORE: Fertile soil and a favorable climate made it edsy for agriculture to deeelop

in the Great Lakes Lowland region.

Paragraph 4
..

4. (a) When a farmer produced more crops than he could use himself he usually gaye away the sur-
plus to his neighbors.

TRUE FALSE V

(b) At first most farmers worked their land just to feed'their own

families and their livestock . However, as

they cleared more land they were able to produce more crops . Then

they sold their surplus produce in the towns.

(c) THEREFORE. When a farmer produced more'crops than he could use himself he sold

the surplus.

Paragraph 5

.5. (a) Over the years industrial development became concentrated in a narrow strip of land around
the eastern end of Lake Ontario. 30
TRUE FALSE V



(b) A large number of businesses and industries

Worksheet A3

were

attracted to one particular area. This was a curv;c1 belt of land_ which

stretched around the western end of Lake Ontario

(c) THEREF011E: Over the years industrial development became concentrated in a narrow

strip of land around the western end of Lake Ontario.

Paragraph 6
6. (a)The Golden Horseshoe has become an important manufacturing area because it has a large

supply of valuable minerals.

TRUE FALSE

(b) Over the years the Golden Horseshoe has come to be the most

-Important economic area in Canada. This has happened in

spite of the fact that there are no valuable minerals

such as gold, silver, nickel, or uranium in the area.

(c)THEREFORE: The Golden Horseshoe has become an important manufacturing area even

though it does not have a large supply of valuable minerals.

Paragraph 7
7. (a) When industries first developed in the Golden Horseshoe region, it was difficult to ship manu-

factured goods to other plates.

TRUE FALSE V

(b) A very important reason for the economic growth of. the Golden

Horseshoe is the network of transportation routes S

which exists in the area. At first, rivers anCi lakes

provided the main transportation routes. Later, goods and raw materials were moved along a net-

work of rail lines - and highways

31
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(c) THEREFORE: When industries first developed in the Golden Horseshoe it was easy to

ship manufactured goods to other places.

Paragraph 8
8. (a) Today, the people who live and work in the Gorden Horseshoe are important not only, as

producers but also as consumers of the region's products.

TRUE / FALSE

(b) The workers who make up the

shoe have become

is because they

labor force in the Golden Horse-

a valuablesPart of the economy of this area. This

provide the labor for industry. In addition,,

these workers are important because they become customers for many of

the goods and services that are produced in the region.

(c) THEREFORE: Today, the people who live and work in the Golden Horseshoe are

important not only as producers but also as consumers of the region's products.

Paragraph 9
9. (a) The rapid growth of the Golden Hoiseshoe has been a mixed blessing.

TRUE / FALSE

(b) Some of the businesses and industries in the area

are owned by foreigners, with the result that plants sometime close because of difficulties

in other parts of theworld . Also, some

people think that

quality of life

pollution i

the towns and cities

are creating a continuous conurbation

is having an adverse effect on the

Other people are worried because

are growing so large that they

. These are some of

the problems
7

brought about by rapid growth and expansion.



Worksheet A5

(c) THEREFORE: The rapid growth of the Golden Horseshoe has been a mixed blessuig.

Paragraph 10

10. (a) As a result of the increasing population, farmers have more land available to grow their
crops.

TRUE FALSE It
(b) Every year more people come into the region, It follows that

more housing must be provided for them. The towns and

cities continue to grow, and they are spreading

into the agricultural land. Because every year there are more houses, every year there is

kss land available for farmers

(c) THEREFORE: ,..As a result of the increasing population, farmers have less land availaple

tO grow their crops.

0

LEARNING NEW WORDS: SYNONYMS Worksheet A6

Often in English there are two or more words that can mean the same or almost the same thing.
Words that haveihe same meaning are called synonyms.

(0 Find the synonyms in the lists below and join them with an arrow. One pair is joined for you.

similar oflat

customers / skilledvast,....."', '' " , agriculture

.............../,

extra ___

urban-":7

level./

farming-" ,/
,..--- --,..

-,, ss'a
buyers.

, -......
-,,

...,suitable

%*huge

the same

population ... ......---- ------- -*surplus
........::;.....r.,

favorable"' .... -a. people

.
(ii) Using the words in the box, write each pair of synonyms side by side.

Tustomers

vast

trained

farming

urban

level

extra

population

favorable

buyers

huge

shined

agriculture

city

flat

surplus

people

suitable



Worksheet A7

(Hi) Fill in the blanks with a synonym of the word in brackets at the end of the sentence.

1. Nearly one third of Canada's

land region. (people) .

2. The

lives in the Great Lakes Low-

favorable' conditions for agriculture caused many early settlers to

and complex country, the second largest

land made southwestern Ontario an ideal loca-

become farmers. (suitable)

3. Canada is a ast

country in the world. (huge)

4. Large Meas of flat

tion for growing wheat 'crops. (Ieeel)

5. Today many skilled workers are employed in the factories and in-

dustries of the Golden Horseshoe. (trained)

6. Until the end of the 1800s agriculture was the most important occupa-

tion in the Great Lalies Lowland. (farming)

7. Business and industry need a steady supply of workers to manufacture goods as well as

customers to buy these products. (buyers)

8. The urban development in the Golden Horseshoe may soon stretch

from Oshawa in the east to Niagara Falls in the south. (city)

9. The physiographic regions of Canada are large areas, each made up of lands having the

Lame natural landforms. (similar)

10. If a farmer had any surplus produce he could not use himself, he

would try tosell it at the local market. (extra) -

11. The fertile soil of southern Ontario has helped create one of the

most,important agricultural areas in Canada. (rich ) (farming)

Worksheet A8

(iv) In the paragraph of "The Golden Horseshoe" that is indicated in brackets, find the word or
group of words having the same meaning as each of the following:

1. very nearly (1)

2: landscape (1) natural landforms

3. a three-sided, closed figure (2)

4. has less land (2)

a iriangular shaPe

is smaller
,

5. the region with the best farmland (3) the richest and most important agricultural area

6. time needed for crops to grow properly (3)

7. cut down trees in order to plant crops (4)

8. looked like (5)

growing season

clear the land

resembled

9. people who first came to make their home in the region (5) early settlers

10. brought in.from outside the area (6) imported

11. the ability to reach something easily (7)

12. a rapidly increasing number of people (8)

13. gradually coming together (9)

14. able to be used (10)

15. very quickly (10)

easy access

fastfrowing population

merging

available

a.
rapidly

0



ItEARNINO NEW WORDS: DEFINITIONS Worksheet A9

A DEFINITION,explains the meaning of a word for us. A definition is usually made up of
three pirt.s:

Word or phrase defined

For example:

A city boundary

Or,-if there are more than one;

Settlers

Verb "to be"

is

are

3

Explanation

an imaginary line that marks
the limRs of a city.

people who have moved to a
new land to live.

(i) Using the explanations in the following list, complete the definitions that followthe list. Be care.
ful to use the correct form of the verb "to be."

the animals raised on a farm

a complex system of road,.rail, river, and air routes

all the plant life that grows in an area

extra crops a farmer cannot use for himself and his family

the growth and expansion of towns, cities, induitries, and services
the process of changing a raw material into a finished product

the people who work in the.businesses and industries of a region

the valuable commodities supplied by nature and used to satisfy human wants

the basic substances used to manufacture a finished or semi.finished product

an area of land with similar natural landforms

a continuous built.up area made up of several expanding cities and towns

an area that is built up with housing, businesses, and industries

Definitions
1 Surplus produce is extra crops a farmer cannot use for himself and his family,

.1
2. A transportation network is a complex system of road, rail, river, and air routes.

3 The.labor force

/
Worksheet A10

is the people who work in the businesses,and industries of a region.

4., Urban development is the growth and expansion of towns cities, industries, and services.

,;

5. Vegetation is all the plant life that grows in an area.

6. Raw materials are the basic substances used to manufacture a finishediar semi.finished

product.

7. Manufacturing is the process of changinka raw material into a finished product.,

8. Natural resources are the valuable commodities supplied by nature and used to satisfy

human wants.

9. A physiographic region is an area of land with similar natural landforms.

10. A conurbation is a continuous built.up area made up of several expanding citic,s and towns.



k4

11. Livestock., (are) the animals raised on a farm.

Worksheet All

-
12. An urban area is an area that is built up with housing, businesses, amtindustries.

f

(n) Use the key words given in brackets to.write a sentence that defines the meaning of each of the

following woes or phrasep.

Example:, LIVESTOCK (... animals .1.. raised ... farm)

LiveStock is all the animals'that are raised on a farm.

\
1. BOUNDARY (... line ... limits city ...)

The boundary is the imaginary line that marks the limits of a city or town.

la
2. VEGETATION (... plants ... grow. .. , area)

Vegetation is all the plants that grow in an area.

3. 'LABOR FORCE (. . . people . . . work .. . industry)

The labor force is the people who work in the industry of an area.

4. SETTLERS (... people ... movAl land ... live) `0

Settlers are people who have moved to a new land lo live.

, 5. MANUFACTURING (... process ... changing ... materials ... product)

, Manufacturing is the process of changing raw materials into a firished producf.

Worksheet Al2

'6. RAW MATERIALS (substances ... manufacture ... Koducts)

Raw materials are basic substances used to manufacture finished products.

7. TRANSPOitTATION NETWORK (system highways ... air routes)

A transportation network is a complex system of highways, rivers, railways, and air routes.

A

(m) There are many different ways of dividing Canada into regions of similar conditions. Write a

odefinition for each type of region listed below.

Example
A climatic region is an area of land in which all parts have tfie same type of climate.

1. physiographic region natural landforms

2. natural'vegetation region plant life

3. soil region soil

4. linguistic region language

t?'

1. A physibgraphic region is an area of land in which all parts have the same natural landforms.

2. A natural vegetation region is an area of land in which all parts have the same type of

plant life.

3. A soil region is an area of land in which all parts have the samelype of soil.

-

4. A linguistic region is an area of land in which most people speak the samelanguage.



, Worksheet A13

(iv) Write a definition for each of the following terms.

1. urban sprawl

2. an agicultural area

3. the Golden Horseshoe

4. a conurbation

5. an industjial area

1. Urban sprawl is the spreading of an urban area into open land.

2. An agricultural area is one in which the chief occupation is the growing Of crops.

3 The Golden Horseshoe is a wealthy industrialized area.extending in the shape of a horseshoe

around the western end of Lake Ontario:

4 A conurbation is an area in which growing towns and cities merge into a continuous built-up

area.

5. An industria arca is one in which there are many factories.

1

4

AVOIDING REPETITION Worksheet A14

Pronouns replace nouns. Pronouns like "it," "them," "this," "that" are called-pronoun referents
because they refer to a noun mentioned earlier. The meaning of the pronoun referent must always
be very clear.

Each sentence below has a referent word or phrase, printed in italics. Write the sentence again, re-
placing the italic words with the words that they stand for, so that the meaning is clear. Underline
the words that the referent refers to.

Example:

1. One of these regions lies in the southern part of the province of Ontarks. bordered by threft of
the Great Lakes.

One of Canada's natural landform regions lies in the southern part of the province of Ontario,
bordered by three of the Great Lakes.

2. This area earned its name because of its horseshoe shape and the rapid growth of its businesses
and industries. 4

The ,laen Horseshoe earned its name becai, se of ils horseshoe shape and the rapid grOwth of -

its businesses and industries.

3. 7toon became the richest and most import-ant farming area iIl of Canada.
-

The Great Lakes Lowland region soon became the richest and most important farming area in

all of Canada.

4. Many of them became fanners who cleared the land to raise crdps in order to feed their families.

Many of the early settlers became fahners who cleared the rand to raise crops in order to feed

their families.

5. Enough rainfall throughout that time enabled the crops to mature properly and agriculture
flourished.

Enough rainfall throughout the growing season enabled the crops to mature properly and

agriculture flourished.

4
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6. In addition to these, farmers were able to crow vegetables, fruits, and later even tobacco.

In addition to grain crops, farmer; were able to grow vegetables, fruits, and later even tobacco.

I.

7. Merchants and businessmen soon set up shops and factorie; to provide them.

Merchants and businessmen soon set up shops and factories to provide the goods needed by a

growing population.

8. This industry grew quickly to become very important in the economy of the Great Cakes Low-

lind.

The manufacturing industry grew quickly to become very important in the economy of the

Great Lakes Lowland.

9. The Golden Horseshoe became the most important economic area in the counfry even witbout
them.

The Golden Horseshoe became the most important economic area in the country evermithout

many natural resources.

10.1n most cases they must be imported from other parts of Canada or the United States.

In most cases energy fuels must be imported from other parts of Canada or the United States.

11. They came in large numbers to live and work in the Golden Horseshoe.

Skilled workers came in large numbers to live and work in the Golden Horseshoe.

0
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12. The many newcomers who arrived after Wodd War II caused it to increase faster than anywhere

else in North America.

The many newcomers who armed after World War Ilaused urban development to increase

faster than anywhere else in North America.

13. This fact may mean that decisions are sometimes made outside the country which affect the

4 lives and jobs of many residents of the Golden Horseshoe.

The fact that many factory owners live outside Canada may mean that decisions are sometimes

made outside the country which affect the hues and jobs of many residents of the Golden

Horseshoe.

14. This is a problem that concerns residents who care about the quality of life in the area.

Industrial pollution is a problem that concerns residents who care about the quality of life in

the area_

44



UNDERSTANDING GRAPHS Worksheet A17

When we want to compare statistic4 information, we often use diagrams instead of numbers to
show the information. These diagrams, which represent the numbers in a way that is easy to grasp,
are called graphs. There are many different types of graphs. In the following exercise, we look at
three of the most common types.

The Bar Graph

-(ij In the table shown below, we can see what the population was in 1976 for seven urban centres
of the Golden Horseshoe.

Urban Centre Population (1976)

Oshawa 107 000
Metro Toronto 2 124 000
Guelph 68 000

Brantford 67 000

Hamilton 312 000

St. Catharines 123 000

Niagara Falls ^ 69 000

Below is a bar graph of the population of these seven centres. One bar has already been labelled.
ExamMe the other six bars and decide which one represents each of the other six centres. Label
each bar in the same way as the one already labelled.

TIIE POPULATION OF 1 500
SEVEN URBAN CENTRES
IN THE GOLDEN
HORSESHOE (1976)

Worsheet A18

(II) In order to compare staustical information we often use the comparative phrases less than, the
same as, greater than.

I less than X -
x

Ithe same as X
Igreater than X

Look at the bar graph showing the population of seven urban centres in the Golden Horseshoe
(worksheet A17) and compare the populations of the five pairs of urban centres listed below,
using the phrases less than, the same as, or-greater than.

Example:

St. Catharines/Guelph. The population of St. Catharines is greater than the population of
Guelph.

1. Brantford/Hamilton. The population of Brantford Ls less than the Population of Hamilton.

2. Metro Toronto/Hamilton. The population of Metro Toronto is greater than the population of

Hamilton,

3. Guelph/Niagara Falls. The population of Guelph is less than the population of Niagara Falls.

4. Hamilton/Oshawa. The population of Hamilton is greater than the population of Oshawa.

5. St. Catharines/Hamilton. The population of St. Catharines Ls less than the population of

Hamilton.

4



Worksheet A19

(in) To make our comparison more accurate, we can add qualifiers (modifiers), such as much,
somewhat, almost, to the comparative words.

Y

I much less than Y
Ialmost the same as Y

Isomewhat greater than Y

Look again at the bar graph showing the population of seven urban centres in the Golden
Horseshoe, and compare the population of the urban centres listed below, in two ways as in
the example.

Example:
Metro Toronto/Guelph. (a) The population of Metro Toronto is much greater than the popula.

tion of Guelph.

Or, to avoid repetition, we can say:

(b) The population of Metro Toronto is much greater than that of Guelph.

Comparisons

1. Brantfordalamilton. (a) The popuktion of Brantford is much less than the population of

Hamilton.

(b) The population of Brantford is much less than that of Hamilton.

2. Oshawa/SL Catharines. (a) The populatiomof Oshawa is somewhat less than the population'

of St. Catharines.

(b) The population of Oshawa is somewhat less than that of St. Catharines.

3. Oshawa/Niagara Falls. (a) The population of Oshawa is somewhat greater than the population

of Niagara Falls.

(b) The population of Oshawa 4s somewhat greater thanchat t Niagara Falls.

Worksheet A20,

4. Guelph;Niagara Falls. (a) The populatwn of Guelph is almost the same as the population of

Niagara Falls.

(b) The population of Guelph is almost the same as that of Magara Falls.

5. St. Catharines/Hamilton (a) The population of St. Catharines is nuAch less than the popula-

tion of Hamilton.

(b) The population of St. Catharines is much less than that of Hamilton.

(w) Looking at the table of population figures and the bar graph representing those figures (work.
sheet A17), complete the following sentences.

1. The population of Brantford is almost the same as the population of

Guelph and of Niagara Falls

2. Oshawa's population is somewhat

Niagara Falls.

3. The population of St. Catharines is

greater than the population of

much less than the population

of Hamilton or of Metro Toronto

4. Three of these urban centres have a population greater than

that of Oshawa.

5. The total population of the six smaller urban centres is still much less than

6. The population of

the population of Metro Toronto

Hamilton at 312 000 is more than twice

the size of the poptilation of Brantford and

Guelph combined.



Worksheet A21

The Circle or Pie Graph

(i) When we measure land area, we measure it in either "hectaris" or "square kilometres."
Southern Ontario has a land area of approximately 10 500 000 hectares, or 105 000 square
kilorinetres. If we were to compare the land area of Southern Ontario with that of some other
parts of the world, we would find that it is larger than that of such places as Belgium, Denmark,
Austria, qungary, Jamaica, Hong Kong, or Barbados.

In the table below we are given the land area in 1976 of seven urban centres in the Golden
Horseshoe.

Urban Centre
Land Area in 1976

Hectares Square Kilometres

Oshawa 14 340 143.4
Metro Toronto 63 010 630.1
Guelph 6 870 68.7
Brantford 5 150 .51.5
Hamilton 12 280 122.8
St. Catharines 9 440 94.4
Niagara Falls 21 200 212.0

Below is a circle graph that shows the amount of land area of each urban centre in relation to
the total land area of all seven urban centres. One of the sectors of the circle graph has already
been labelled. Examine the other six sectors and decide which sector ieriresents the land area.
of each of the other centres. Label each sector.

Give the graph a title that indicate accurately what the graph represents.Look back.at the
title of your bar graph as a guide.

(Title) The Land Areas of Seven Urban Cantres in the Golden Horseshoe (1976)

Metro Toronto

Brantford

GttelfA,

St. Catharines

Hamilton

Oshawa

Niagara Falls

Worksheet A22

(ii) In a sample bar graph (on worksheet A18) the comparative phrases leu than and greater than .
are used to compare information. Another useful set of comparative expressions is smaller
than and larger than. Label the bars below to show their relationship, using the comparative
expressions smaller than, the same as, larger than and the qualifiers much, almost, wmewhat.

x
wmewhat smaller than X

Ialmost the same as X

I much smaller than X

Imuch larger than X .

wmewhat larger than X.

Write a sentence comparing the land areas of each of the following pairs of urban centres.

1. Oshawa/Niagara Falls. The land area of Oshawa is wmewhat smaller than that of Niagara

Falls.

2. Brantford/Guelph. The la4d area o f Brantford ts somewhat smaller than that of Guelph.

3 Guelph/Niagara Falls. The land area of Guelph is much smaller than that of Niagara Falls.

4. Guelph/Brantford. The land area of Guelph is wmewhat larger than that of Brantford.

5. Metro Toronto/Oshawa. The land area of Metro Toronto is much larger than that o f Oshawa.

6. Hamilton/Brantford. The land area of Hamilton is much larger than that of Brantford.

7. Oshawa/Metro Toronto. The land area of Oshawa is much smaller than that of Metro Toronto.



Worksheet A23

The Line Graph f
(i) With bar and circle graphs, you have been comparing different facts that were true.in the same

year, 1976. However, we often need to show how statistics change over time perhaps over a

number of months, years, or eien centuries. When showing change over a period of time, we
may find a line graph useful.

The following table lists the average number of hours worked in manufactking, per person,
weekly, in three urban centres in the Golden Horseshoe between the years 1974 and 1979.

J

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Toronto 39.3 38.9 39.4 39.3 39.3 39.4

HaMilton 38.8 38.7 38.9 38.8 39.2 39.7

SL Catharines 40.3 401 42.1 42.6 43.0 42.0

On the line graph below, the curve has been plotted over the six-Year period for Hamilton. For
St. Catharines and Toronto the lines are incomplete. Complete the graph by plotting all the in-

formation for both of these centres. Give the graph a title to indicate what the graph is trying
to show.

(Title) Averge Number of Hours Worked in Manufacturi%per Person, Weekly

(1974:1979)

Worksheet A24

(ii) Complete the passage below by referring to the information given in the table of figures and the

line graph showing the average numberoiThours worked in manufacturing (worksheet A23).

The Golden Horseshoe may be one of Canada's most preperous regions, but its

people are among Canada's hardest working. The best example of this is in thecity of

St. Catharines where in recent years workers in the manufacturing

industrks were on the job for more hours each week than those in other

Canadian centres. In 1979, the average manufacturing worker in SL Cathar!nes worked 42

hours a week. At the same time, the average worker in Toronto

worked about 39.5 hours and in Hamilton, 39.7 hours. Although in 1974 onli

1.5 hours a week separated the average worker in St. Catharines from a similar worker int

Hamilton , by 1977 that difference had increased to 3.8

hours. However, by 1979 de difference had decreased somewhat to 2.3 !tours a

week. While the number of hours worked weekly has remained relatively stable for Toronto workers

since 1976 , the number of hours worked by Hamilton workers has steadily

increased since 1977.
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GETTING THE MEANING

Example: (a) El
(b)

(c) 0

Worksheet B1

1.(a)

(b)

(c)

El

6. (a)

(b) 0
(c) 0

7. (a) 0
(b) 0
(c)

UNDERSTANDING NUMBERS (PART 1)
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COMPLETE THE SENTENCES

Fill in the blanks so that the sentences are true according to the meaning of the text.
1

1. In the 1970s many Italian families moved Out to suburban areas

to the north and west of the city.

Worksheet Cl

2. Toronto has grown to be a cosmopolitan city made
i
up of people from

many different lands and cultures.

3. A new group of immigrauts, mainly Spanish- and Portuguese-spealiing

people, have moved into the same downtown section of the city.

4. Although people of British origin still make up the largest ethnic

group in the city, people of Italian

origin make up Metro Toronto's second largest ethnic group.

5. We can see the process of immigration and adaptation happening once

again for ads new group of immigrants Ls it happened for others

before them

6. Many changes have taken place in the ethnic

composition of the city.

7. Many Italian families settled close together in a downtown section of

the city

8. In the past the ciiy of Toronto was very British in its traditions and

way 'of life.

9. So many Italian families lived in one area that the neighborhood

became an Italian mini- community known as " Little

', Italy."

11'. Because of its very ^ British nature Toronto was sometimes jokingly

'called " Waspville

53

LOGICAL ORORING 1 Worksheet C2

The ten sentences in the "Complete the Sentences" exercise do not make sense in their present

order,Write them in an ogler that makes sense, starting with the sentence given.

1. In the past the city of Toronto was very British in its traditions and way of life.

2. Becaiise of its very British nature Toronto was sometimes jokingly called "Waspville."

3. Many changes have taken place in the ethnic composition of the city.

4. Toronto has grown to be a cosmopolitan city made up of people from many different lands and

-

cultures.

5. Although people of British origin still make uji the largest ethnic group in the city, piopli-eir

Italian origin make up Metro Toronto's second-largest ethnic grouP.

6. Many Italian famili s settled close together in a downtown section of the city.

7.So many Italian families hoed in one area that the neighborhood became an Italian mini-

community known as "Little Italy."

56



Worksheet C3

8. In the 1,970s many Italian families moved out to suburban areas to the north and west of the

9. A new group of immigrants, mainly Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking people, have moved into

the same downtown section of the city.

10. We can see the process of immigration and adaptation happening once again for this new group

of immigrants as it happened for others before them.
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LINK WORDS

IAT FIRST LATER I IN THE PAST / TODAY

IWorksheet C4

(i) Each event in column A below is linked to one event in column B. The events in column A hap-
pened sometime before those jn column B. Draw arrows to join the events that belong together.

A

1. many newcomers find it hard a learn a people come to Toronto from nearly every
newlanguage "country in the world:

2. it was mainly British settlers who came' ',they may leave the ethnic community and
to Toronto 7 move to other parts of the city

3.1mmigrants often live near others who' there are many social and cultural organiza.
speak the same language tions to help newcomers adjust to their new

4. people who thought Toronto was a
life

s-dull, conservative place to be gave it when they have learned some English they
the nickname "Waspville" ;),

",
5. there were few special services to help

r
'4Toronto is called "People City" because it

newcomers feel more at home in the has many interesting things for people to
city see and do ..

feel more at home

(ii) Choose one pair of time links, in the past/today or at first/later, to join each Pair of sentences.

Example

1. At first many newcomers find it hard to learn a new language.Later, when they have learned
some English, they feel more at home.

,2. In the past it was mainly British settlers who came to Toronto. Today

people come to Toronto from nearly every country in the wOrld.

3. At first immigrants often live near others who speak the same language.

Later they may leave the ethnic community and move to other parts of

the city.

4. In the past people who thought Toronto was a dull, conservative place to be

gavelt the.nkkname "Waspville." Today Toronto is called "People City"

because it has many interesting things for people to see and do.

5. In the past there were few special services to help newcomers feel more at

home in the city. Today there are many social and cultural organizations

to help newcomers adjust to their new life.
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MEANWHILE Worksheet C5

"Meanwhile" is a word used to join statements about two events that are happening at the same
time.

(i) Each event in column A is related to an event in column B. The event in column A is hap.
pening at the same time as the event in column B that is related to it.

Join the related events with an arrow.

A

1. Some immigrants have grouped together
in small neighborhoods like Kensington
Market.

other ethnic groups have been moving into
;he downtown area.

2. At school immigrant children will quickly, / othe number of people belonging to other
learn to adopt new Canadian ways. ethnic groups has been increasing.

3. Toronto's British population has main../1-\ other immigrants have been settling
tained its strength over the years. / \ throughout the city.

4. Italian.speaking mmigrants have been/ ),IsBritish immigrants were settling in Upper
moving north into the suburbs. ',Canada.

5. French immigrants settled the region,
4
at home they are learning the importance of

known as Lower Canada. keeping up past traditions.

(ii) Write each pair of related sentences. Use meanwhile to link the second event to the first. The
first exImple is done for you.

1. Some immigrants have grouped.together in small neighborhoods like Kensington Market.
Meanwhile other immigrants have been settling thrqughout the city.

2. At school immigrant children will quickly learn to adopt new Canadian ways. Meanwhile

at home' they are learning the importance of keeping up past traditions.

3. Toronto's British population has maintained its strength over the years. Meanwhile the number

of people belonging to othercthnic-groups has-been increasing.

Worksheet C6

4. Italian.speaking immigrants have been moving north into the suburbs. Meanwhile other ethnic

groups have been moving into the downtown area.

5. French immigrants settled the region known as Lower Canada. Meanwhile British immigrants

were settling in Upper Canada.

(I71071

"Now" shows that sometiling is happening at the present time.
"Before long" shows that Something happened or will happen over a short period of time

1

"Over the years" shows something happening over a long period of time.

Choose the appropriate link words now, before long, or over the years to complete each
sentence.

BEFORE ioNG OVER THE YEARS

4

1. Over the years

world.

2.1krow

groups.r--

people have come to Toronto from many different parts of the

the population of Toronto is made up of more than twenty ethnic

3. Now people ban see an Italian film, eat Chinese food, and listen to the

music of Greek balalaikas in the same evening.

4. Over the years each group of immigrants has ndapted to life in Toronto by

acceptingVanadian ways while keeping some traditional customs.

5. Over the years the number of Italian immigrants to Toronto has grown steadily.

6.Now Italians form the second.largest ethnic group in Metro Toronto.

7. Before long immigrant children make new friends at school and learn tds

speak English.

60
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AT THAT TIME Worksheet C7

"At that time" refers to something that happened at a certain time in the past.
Fill in each box with the time in the past at which each event,occurred.

6

Choose from:

Before 1950

1939 1945

In the 1970s

After World War II

In 1763

Before 1900

In the 1970s
,

At that time many Italian families
moved from the centre of the city
to larger homes in the surburbs.

1939 1995
At that time the Canadia government
placed heavy restrictionstin
immigration from Euro an countries.

In 1763
The French colony of New France
fell to British forces under General
Wolfe.

After World War II

...-'

At that time a great wave of
immigration from turope to Canada
began.

Before 1900
At that time most immigrants went
to work on farms.when they arrived
in Canada.

Before 1950
At that time the City of Toronto was
ftill very British+in its traditions and
way of life.

WRITING A SUMMARY PARAGRAPH Worksheet C8

(i) Choose an appropriate link word or phrase from the list below to put at the beginning of each
sentence from the "Logical Ordering" exercise on worksheet C2. Be careful sentence 5 does
not need a link word!

Time Link Words

Meanwhile

In the past

At first

Later

At that time

Today

. .

Before long

Over the yeafs

Now

Link Words

1. In the past

Sentences from "Logidal Ordering"

the city of Toronto was very British in its traditions and way

of life.

2. At that time because of its very Brit*nature Toronto was sometimes

3. Over the years

4. Today

jokingly called "Waspuille."

many changes have taken place in the ethnic composition

of the city.

Toronto has gro be a cosmopolitan city made up of

people from many different lands and cultures.

5. Although people of British origin still make up the largest

ethnie-group in the city, people of Italian origin make up

Metro Toronto's second-largest ethnic group.



6. At first.

Worksheet C9

many Italian families settle?' close together in a downtown

section of the city.

7. Before long' so many Italian families lived Atone area'that the neighbor-

hood become an Italian mini-community known as "Little

Italy."

8. Later in the 1970s many Italian families moved out to suburban

areas to the north and west of the city.

9. Meanwhile a new group of immigrants mainly Spanish-and Portuguese.

speaking people. have moved into the same downtown

section of the city.

10. Now we can see the process of immigration and adaptation hap-
%

pening once again for this new group of immigrants as it

12appene.dior others before them.

0 3

0

Worksheet CIO

(ii) Continuing on from the first sentence, write out the other sentences in 'exercise (i) aboVe
(including the link words) in paragraph form.

In the past the city of Toronto was very British in its traditions and way of life.

At tliat time, because of its very British nature Toronto.was sometimes jokingly called

"Waspville." Over the years many changes have taken place in the ethnic composition of

the city. Today Aronto has grown to be a cosmopolitan city made up of people from

many different lands" and cultures. Although people of British origin still make up the

largest ethnic group in the city, people of Italian origin make up Metro Toronto's second-

largest ethnic group. At first many Italian families settled close together in a downtown

section of the city. Before long so many Italian families lived in ont area that the

neighborhood became an Italian mini-community known as "Little Italy." Later, in the

1970s, many Italian families moved out to suburban iireas to the north and west of the

city. Meanwhile a new group of immigrants, mainly Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking people,

have moved into the same downtown section of the city. Now we can see the process of

immigration and adaptation happening once again for this new group of- immigrants as it

happened for others before them.
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